U. S. S. BB 61.
20 MM. MTS. ON TUR. #2 SHOWING RELATIONSHIP OF PEEP HOLES IN CONNING TOWER TO MOUNTS ON TURRET.
VIEW AT FR. #73 LOOKING AFT.
U. S. S. BB 61.
40 MM. MT. MAIN DECK FR. #145 (P).
TOP VIEW LOOKING AFT.

FL111C472

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK

JULY 9, 1943
F1111C462
U.S.S. BB 61.
40 MM. MTS. ABOUT FR. 120 (P).
TOP VIEW LOOKING AFT.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943
U. S. S. BB 61.
40 MM. MT. ON TUR. #3.
TOP VIEW LOOKING AFT.
F1111C461  NAVY YARD, NEW YORK  JULY 9, 1943
U. S . S. BB 61
R. D. F. LOOP & TRUNK.
1st LEVEL ABOVE P. H. TOP FR. 97, LOOKING TO PORT.
FL111C468
U. S. S. BB 61.
TRIPPLE 20 MM. MTS. ON TUR. #2.
TOP VIEW LOOKING FWD.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK

JULY 9, 1943
U.S.S. BB 61
FULL STERN VIEW.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943
F1111C469
U. S. S. BB 61.
SIDE VIEW OF 40 MM. CLUSTER.
FR. #120 LOOKING INBD.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943
F1111C474
U. S. S. BB 61.
20 MM. MOUNTS AT BOW.
MAIN DECK LOOKING FOR' D.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943
NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
U.S.S. BB 61
40 MM. MT. ON TUR. #3. SIDE VIEW.
JULY 9, 1943
F1111C464
NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
U.S.S. BB 61
TOP VIEW OF MAIN DECK FOR'D.
FROM TOP OF MT. #2 FR. 73 LOOKING FOR'D.
JULY 9, 1943
U. S. S. BB 61.
20 M.M. MOUNTS MAIN DECK FOR'D.
TOP VIEW LOOKING FOR'D.
USS IOWA
U. S. S. BB 61
STERN STB'D VIEW—ABOUT 30° ANGLE.
USS IOWA

F11L1C483
U. S. S. BB 61.
PORT STERN VIEW—ABOUT 15° ANGLE.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK

JULY 9, 1943
FL111C470
U. S. S. BB 61.
40 MM. MT. MAIN DECK FR. #145 (P).
SIDE VIEW LOOKING OUTB'D.

NAVY YARD, NEW YORK

JULY 9, 1943
F1111C475
U. S. S. BB 61.
20 MM. MOUNTS MAIN DECK FOR'D.
FR. #65 LOOKING AFT.

NAVI YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943
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NAVY YARD, NEW YORK
JULY 9, 1943

U.S.S. BB 61
20 MM. MTS. ON MT. #2 & MAIN DECK.
FR. #75 SIDE VIEW LOOKING TO PORT.